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Orbifold string topology
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In this paper we study the string topology (à la Chas–Sullivan) of an orbifold. We
define the string homology ring product at the level of the free loop space of the classi-
fying space of an orbifold. We study its properties and do some explicit calculations.

55P35; 18D50, 55R35

1 Introduction

String topology is the study of the topological properties of the free loop space LM of a
smooth manifold M by the use of methods originating in quantum field string theories
and in classical algebraic topology. Here LM is by definition the space Map.S1IM /

of piecewise smooth maps from the unit circle S1 to M . This study was initiated by
Chas and Sullivan in their seminal paper [7]. In this paper they defined a remarkable
product ı on the homology H�.LM / of the loop space of a smooth manifold.

The Chas–Sullivan string product on H�.LM / was only part of a very interesting
structure unveiled in their work; for example they defined a degree one map

�W H�.LM /!H�C1.LM /

�.�/D ��.d� ˝ �/given by

where �W S1 �LM ! LM is the evaluation map and d� is the fundamental class of
S1 . One of the main theorems of [7] is the following:

Theorem 1.1 (Chas–Sullivan [7]) The triple

.H�.LM /; ı; �/

is a Batalin–Vilkovisky algebra, namely:

� .H��d .LM /; ı/ is a graded commutative algebra.

� �2 D 0.
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� The bracket

f˛; ˇg D .�1/j˛j�.˛ ıˇ/� .�1/j˛j�.˛/ ıˇ�˛ ı�.ˇ/

makes H��d .M / into a graded Gerstenhaber algebra (namely it is a Lie bracket
which is a derivation on each variable).

This establishes a striking relation between algebraic topology and recent findings in
quantum field theory and string theory; see Batalin and Vilkovisky [5] and Getzler [14].

Cohen and Jones [9] discovered that a very rich part of this structure was available at
a more homotopy-theoretic level and reinterpreted the BV–algebra structure in terms
of an action of the cactus operad on a certain prospectrum associated to M . They
showed moreover that the Chas–Sullivan string product was the natural product in the
Hochschild cohomology interpretation of the homology of the loop space of M ; see
Jones [15]. Cohen and Godin [8] studied interactions with the study of the homology
of moduli spaces of Riemann surfaces, establishing a direct connection to topological
quantum field theories. Cohen and Godin used the concept of Sullivan chord diagram
in their work. Cohen, Jones and Yan [10] provided more explicit calculations of the
product by the careful use of the spectral sequence associated to the fibration

�M �! LM �!M

induced by the evaluation map. In particular they computed the Chas–Sullivan product
on the homology of the free loop space of spheres and complex projective spaces.

In this paper we generalize several of the fundamental results of string topology by
showing that they remain true if we replace the manifold M by an orientable orbifold
XD ŒM=G�, where G is a finite group acting by orientation preserving diffeomorphisms
on M . More precisely the following theorem is the main result in this paper and can
be seen as a generalization of Theorem 1.1 to the orbifold context.

Theorem 1.2 Let XD ŒM=G� be an orientable orbifold, then

ALX WDH�.L.M �G EG/IQ/

has the structure of a Batalin–Vilkovisky algebra.

This BV–algebra can be identified in two extreme cases:

� When G D f1g and for arbitrary M then ALX coincides with the Chas–Sullivan
BV–algebra.

� When M D fm0g is a single point and for arbitrary finite G then ALX is
isomorphic to the center of the group algebra of G .
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define a topological groupoid that
we call the loop groupoid LX (see the paper [16] of the first two authors) of an orbifold
groupoid X and prove that is satisfies the basic property

BLX' LBX

where B is the geometric realization functor from groupoids to topological spaces; see
Segal [20]. In Section 3 we define the product in H�.L.M �G EG/IQ/ that eventually
will be part of the BV–algebra structure. In Section 4 we show that there is a version
of the ring of Section 3 twisted by discrete torsion which is analogous to the twistings
in equivariant K–theory of Adem and Ruan [4]. In Section 5 we prove Theorem 1.2
which is our main result. For this purpose we introduce and operad of Sullivan chord
diagrams which we call the chord diagram operad and show that it is equivalent to
the cactus operad. Finally in Section 6 we perform some explicit computations, for
example we show how to use the methods of this paper to compute the Chas–Sullivan
product on Lens spaces.

We would like to thank Alejandro Adem, Carl-Friedrich Bödigheimer, Ralph Cohen,
Dan Freed, Sam Gitler, Maxim Kontsevich, Jacob Mostovoy, Mainak Poddar, Antonio
Ramirez, Yongbin Ruan, Graeme Segal, Jim Stasheff and Dennis Sullivan for relevant
conversations regarding this work.

We acknowledge the support of CONACYT (the first and third authors) and of the
Universidad de los Andes (the second author).

2 The free loop space of the classifying space of an orbifold

2.1 Orbifolds

For an introduction to the theory of orbifolds, we refer the reader to Moerdijk [19] or
Adem, Leida and Ruan [3]. Here we just recall the basic definitions we will use in this
paper.

Following Moerdijk [19], we will use groupoids to study orbifolds. A groupoid is
a (small) category in which each arrow is an isomorphism. Whenever we have a
groupoid G we will denote by G0 the set of all its objects and by G1 the set of all its
arrows. We will denote by G1 t�s G1 the subset of G1 �G1 consisting pairs of arrows
so that the target of the first equals the source of the second. We will write 1x to denote
the identity arrow for the object x in G0 .

We will denote the structure maps by

G1 t�s G1
m // G1

i // G1

s //
t

// G0
e // G1

Geometry & Topology, Volume 12 (2008)
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where s and t are the source and the target maps, m is the multiplication map given by

m.˛; ˇ/D ˇ ı˛;

e is the unit map defined by
e.x/D 1x;

and i is the inverse map
i.˛/D ˛�1:

Definition 2.1 A Lie groupoid is a groupoid G for which, in addition, G0 and G1 are
Hausdorff smooth manifolds, and the structure maps s , t , m, e and i are all smooth.
We will also require s and t to be submersions.

We define several kinds of Lie groupoids.

� A Lie groupoid G is said to be a proper groupoid if the map .s; t/W G1�!G0�G0

is proper.
� A Lie groupoid G is said to be a foliation groupoid if for every object x 2 G0

its stabilizer Gx WD f˛ 2 G1js.˛/D t.˛/D xg is finite.
� A proper foliation Lie groupoid G will be called an orbifold groupoid.

Example 2.2 Let G be a finite group acting smoothly from the right on a smooth
manifold M . Then the translation groupoid M Ì G is defined by .M Ì G/0 DM ,
.M Ì G/1 D M � G , s.x;g/ D x , t.x;g/ D xg , m..x;g/; .xg; h// D .x;gh/,
i.x;g/D .x;g�1/ and e.x/D .x; 1G/.

Moerdijk shows [19] that the orbifold groupoids together with smooth functions form
a category, and calls a morphism in this category a Morita equivalence if it is fully
faithful and essentially surjective in a an appropriate differential-geometric sense. He
then defines the category of orbifolds as the localization of the category of orbifold
groupoids at the class of Morita equivalences. If M and G are as in Example 2.2,
we will write ŒM=G� for the translation groupoid M Ì G viewed as an object of the
orbifold category. Orbifolds of this form are called ‘global quotient orbifolds’. For
simplicity, we will restrict our attention to such global quotients orbifolds throughout
the paper. A reader not familiar with orbifolds may just think of the data of such
global quotient orbifold as equivariant data, keeping in mind that there is a notion of
equivalence which might identify the data of an action of a group G on M with those
of an action of a different group � on a different manifold N .

Segal in [20] defines a functor from the category of all small categories to the category
of topological spaces

BW Cat �! Top

Geometry & Topology, Volume 12 (2008)
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that he calls the classifying space functor. This functor sends transformations of functors
to homotopies of continuous mappings.

The classifying space of the orbifold XD ŒM=G� is defined as the classifying space
B.M Ì G/ of the category M Ì G . It is known [19] that B.M Ì G/ depends only on
the orbifold and not on the particular group action used to represent it. For this reason
we will denote it also by BX.

Let �n be the standard n–simplex. If we denote by Xn the space of ordered n–tuples
of arrows in M Ì G such that the target of each arrow is equal to the source of the
following one, then it is not hard to see that

Xn ŠM �G � � � � �G

where G appears exactly n times. The classifying space is defined as a quotient

(1) BX WD
G
n

.Xn ��
n/=�

where � is an equivalence relation defined by Segal [20].

The space BX is homotopy equivalent to the Borel construction of the G–manifold
M , namely

(2) BX WD B.M Ì G/'MG WDM �G EG;

where EG is a contractible space where G acts freely and M �G EG WD .M �EG/=G

is the quotient by the diagonal action. For a proof of this fact we refer the reader to
Segal [20]. We will write Œm; �� to denote the equivalence class of .m; �/ 2M �EG

under this diagonal action. We will also write ŒY;T � to denote the projection of the set
Y �T �M �EG to BX

Let Y and Z be two G –spaces, and let

eW Z! Y

be an equivariant map between them (ie e.zg/De.z/g for all z and g ). The assignment
that associates to a G–space its translation groupoid is functorial. In other words e

induces a morphism of groupoids which we call again e . We will denote by

jejW Z �G EG �! Y �G EG

the corresponding map of classifying spaces.

Geometry & Topology, Volume 12 (2008)
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2.2 The loop space as a classifying space for the loop orbifold

Denote by LBX D L.MG/ the free loop space of BX, then LBX depends only
on X. In this section we will find a topological groupoid LX with the property that
BLX' LBX.

We find the following notation useful. We set

Px
y .M / WD f W Œ0; 1�!M j .0/D x and  .1/D yg

that is to say the space of all piecewise smooth paths going from x 2M to y 2M .

We define the loop groupoid LX of a global orbifold X (for a definition in the general
case see [16] cf [6]). For this we consider the space

PG.M / WD
G
g2G

Pg.M /� fgg

Pg.M / WD f W Œ0; 1�!M j .0/g D  .1/g D
G

x2M

Px
xg.M /where

together with the G action given by

PG.M /�G! PG.M /

..;g/; h/ 7! .h; h
�1gh/

where h.m/ WD  .m/h. (See Figure 1.) Then we define the loop groupoid as

LX WD PG.M /Ì G:

xg h xh.h�1gh/



h

h

x
h

xh

Figure 1
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The following result describes the relation between LBX and LX.

Theorem 2.3 There is a canonical map

� W LBX �! BLX

that induces a weak homotopy equivalence.

Proof We will construct two Serre fibrations over BX.

� Consider BLX. Define a morphism of groupoids

eev0W LX! X

induced by the equivariant map of G –spaces

ev0W PG.M / �!M

given by evaluation at 0,

ev0.;g/ WD  .0/:

This morphism induces a map at the level of classifying spaces

jev0jW BLX! BX:

If we interpret the classifying spaces in terms of the Borel construction as in
formula (2) we have BLX D PG.M / �G EG and BX DM �G EG . For a
point z 2 BX with z D Œm; ��, the following holds

jevj�1.z/D
�
Pm

G .M /� f�g
�

Pm
G .M / WD

G
g2G

Pm
g .M /� fggwhere

Pm
g .M /D f 2 Pg.M /j .0/Dmg:with

� On LBX. Take the map

�0W LBX �! BX

which evaluates a free loop at 0, ie for � W S1!BX then �0.�/ WD �.0/. Then

��1
0 .z/D�z.BX/ WD Pz

z .BX/

is the space of loops based at z .

Geometry & Topology, Volume 12 (2008)
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Now let’s define the map � . Consider the fixed z D Œm; �� as above and for � 2 LBX,
lift it to z� making the following diagram commutative

Œ0; 1�
z� //

exp.2� /

��

M �EG

p

��
S1

� // M �G EG

such that z�.0/D .m; �/ (the construction follows from the fact that the map p is a
G –principal bundle and G is finite). Since G acts freely on EG there exists a unique
element k in G such that z�.0/k D z�.1/. Define � in the following way

�.�/ WD Œ.�1 ı z�; k/; �� 2 BLX;

where �1W M �EG!M is the projection on the first coordinate. From the definition
of � it follows that it is well defined and that �1 ız� 2Pk.M /. Moreover the following
diagram is commutative:

LBX

�0 ##GGGGGGGG
� // BLX

jev0j{{xxxxxxxx

BX

Let’s denote by �z WD � j��1
o .z/ . Then we have the following lemma:

Lemma 2.4 The map
�z W �

�1
0 .z/ �! jev0j

�1.z/

is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof From the definition of � it is clear that �z is surjective. Let’s now check the
homotopy type of the inverse image of a point. Recall from above that the map �z goes
from �z.M �G EG/ to

�
Pm

G
.M /� f�g

�
. Take .;g/2Pm

G
.M /. From the definition

of � above it follows that

��1
z .Œ..;g/; �/�/Š P�

g�1�
.EG/

where P�
g�1�

.EG/ stands for the paths in EG that go from � to .g�1�/.

The space P�
g�1�

.EG/ is independent of the choice of representative in Œ..;g/; �/�.

As the space P�
g�1�

.EG/ is contractible then it follows that �z induces a homotopy
equivalence.

Geometry & Topology, Volume 12 (2008)
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As � induces a homotopy equivalence on the fibers of the Serre fibrations given by
�0 and jev0j, then the Theorem 2.3 follows from a theorem of Dold [13]. Hence �
induces a weak homotopy equivalence between LBX and BLX.

2.3 Circle action

We have seen that the map � W LBX �! B .LX/ is a weak homotopy equivalence, and
it is natural to wonder whether the equivalence is S1 –equivariant. The answer turns
out to be negative as we will see shortly.

There is a natural action of S1 onto LBX by rotating the loop, but the action does
not get carried into BLX via � . The reason is the following, the loop orbifold LX

comes provided with a natural action of the orbifold ŒR=Z� which is a stack model for
the circle. The action of R into the orbifold loops of PG.M / is the obvious one, the
map gets shifted by the parameter in R. The subtlety arises here, once we act on the
orbifold loop by 1 2R, we do not end up with the orbifold loop from the beginning,
but instead we get one that is related to the initial one via an arrow of the loop orbifold
category. This arrow in the loop orbifold is where 1 2 Z gets mapped. By the way,
precisely this fact was the one that allowed us to define the loop orbifold in a nontrivial
way, namely a loop on the orbifold was not a map from the circle to the orbifold, but a
functor from ŒR=Z� to the orbifold.

More accurately, to define the action of ŒR=Z� on LXD ŒPG.M /=G� we first define
an action of R on PG.M / in the natural way, namely, take  2 Pk.M / and s 2 R
and define

.s �  /.t/ WD s.t/D  .t C s�bt C sc/kbtCsc

where b�c is the least integer function. Then for each .; k/ 2 PG.M / and 1 2 Z we
choose the arrow of LX that relates the orbifold loops .; k/ and .1; k/, this is the
arrow ..; k/; k/ 2 PG.M /�G . The source of ..; k/; k/ is .; k/ and the target is
. � k; k/D .1; k/ the loop shifted by 1.

Using the construction of Section 2.2 we have that

�.�/ WD Œ..�1 ı z�; k/; �/� ;

and denote �1 ı z� by  . For s 2R,

�.s � �/D Œ.s; k/; �/�

and 1 � � D � , but �.1 � �/¤ �.�/. Instead �.1 � �/ and �.�/ are related by an arrow.

Nevertheless, if we take the coarse moduli space of LX (that we will write LX=� D

PG.M /=G ), the map induced by � is S1 –equivariant. For in LX=� D PG.M /=G

the elements �.1 � �/ and �.�/ become by definition the same. Then we can conclude:

Geometry & Topology, Volume 12 (2008)
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Lemma 2.5 The space LX=� D PG.M /=G has a natural S1 action and the map

z� W LBX �! LX=� D PG.M /=G

which is the composition of � with the projection BLX! LX=� , is S1 –equivariant.

Corollary 2.6 The map z� induces an isomorphism in homology

z��W H�.LBXIQ/
Š
�!H�.LX=� IQ/

and in equivariant homology

z��W H
S1

� .LBXIQ/
Š
�!H S1

� .LX=� IQ/:

Proof As � is a weak homotopy equivalence, then

��W H�.LBXIZ/
Š
�!H�.BLXIZ/;

and as the group G is finite then

z��W H�.BLXIQ/
Š
�!H�.LX=� IQ/:

The second isomorphism follows from the isomorphism of spectral sequences with real
coefficients associated to the each of the following fibrations:

LBX�S1 ES1 //

&&MMMMMMMMMMM
LX=� �S1 ES1

xxqqqqqqqqqqq

BS1

2.4 Cyclic equivariant loops

There is an alternative description of Pg.M / that although essentially obvious never-
theless relates it to some models that have been studied before.

Given an element g 2G it generates a cyclic group hgi �G . Let m be the order of g

in G . Then there is a natural injective morphism of groups

�W hgi ! S1

given by �.g/D exp.2� i=m/.

We define the space LgM of g–equivariant loops in M to be the subspace of LM WD

Map.S1IM / of loops � satisfying the following equation for every z 2 S1 :

�.z � �.g//D �.z/ �g:

Geometry & Topology, Volume 12 (2008)
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The space of cyclic equivariant loops of M is defined to be simply

LGM WD
G
g2G

LgM � fgg:

It is, again, naturally endowed with a G –action ..�; h/Ig/ 7! .�g;g�1hg/.

The natural restriction map

‰W Lg.M / �! Pg.M /

 .t/D �.exp.2� i t=m//D �.�.g/t /given by

is a diffeomorphism, and moreover it induces a G –equivariant diffeomorphism

‰W LG.M / �! PG.M /:

We conclude this subsection by pointing out that as a consequence of these remarks we
have the following equality

LG.M /�G EG ' L.MG/D LBX:

2.5 Principal bundles

In this paragraph we consider G–principal bundles on S1 and their relation to the
various models of the loop orbifold. We are interested in the category of G –principal
bundles � W Q! S1 over S1 endowed with a marked point q0 2Q so that �.q0/D

0 2 S1 , and such that � is a local isometry.

Whenever we have such a pair .Q; q0/ we have a well-defined lift zeW Œ0; 1� ! Q,
ze.0/D q0 , of the exponential map eW Œ0; 1�! S1 given by t 7! exp.2� i t/, making
the following diagram commutative:

Œ0; 1�

e !!DD
DD

DD
DD

ze // Q

���~~
~~

~~
~~

S1

Since ze.0/ and ze.1/ belong to ��1.0/ there is a g 2G so that

ze.1/D ze.0/ �g:

We well call this g 2G the holonomy of Q.

Geometry & Topology, Volume 12 (2008)
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The isomorphism classes of G –principal bundles with a marked point are classified by
their holonomy, for the set BunG.S

1/ of such classes is given by

BunG.S
1/D �1BG DG:

The following proposition is very easy.

Proposition 2.7 The natural action of G on BunG.S
1/ under the holonomy isomor-

phism holW BunG.S
1/ �!G becomes the action of G on G by conjugation.

This proposition can be slightly generalized as follows. Consider now the space
BunG.S

1;M / of isomorphism classes of G–equivariant maps from a principal G–
bundle Q over the circle to M . This space has a natural G –action defined as follows.
If Qg denotes the principal bundle with holonomy g then the pair

Œ.ˇW Qg!M /I k� 2 BunG.S
1;M /�G

gets mapped by conjugation to

.ˇk W Qk�1gk !M / 2 BunG.S
1;M /:

Proposition 2.8 The loop orbifold LXD ŒPG.M /=G� is isomorphic to the orbifold
ŒBunG.S

1;M /=G�, and therefore

BunG.S
1;M /�G EG ' L.MG/:

Proof It is enough to give a G –equivariant diffeomorphism

BunG.S
1;M / �! PG.M /:

This can be achieved by the following formula

.ˇW Qg!M / 7!  D ˇ ı ze:

Since ze.1/D ze.0/ �g , then  .1/D  .0/ �g:

To finish this section let us define Bung.S
1;M / to be the space of isomorphism classes

of G –equivariant maps from a principal G –bundle Qg with holonomy g to M . Then
we have that

BunG.S
1;M /D

G
g2G

Bung.S
1;M /;

Bung.S
1;M /Š Pg.M /:and in fact

Geometry & Topology, Volume 12 (2008)
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3 The orbifold string product

3.1 The definition of the orbifold string ring

We will suppose at the outset of what follows that M is oriented and that G acts in
an orientation preserving fashion. In this section we define the string product in the
homology of LBX. Let us start by defining a composition-of-paths map:

?W Pg.M / �1
��0

Ph.M / �! Pgh.M /

Here the map �t W Pk.M / ! M is the evaluation map at t given by  7!  .t/.
Therefore Pg.M / �1

��0
Ph.M / is the space of pairs of paths .0; 1/ so that 0.1/D

1.0/DW �1.0; 1/, that is to say the end of 0 is the beginning of 1 . The map ? is
given by the obvious formulas of concatenation:

.0 ? 1/.t/ WD

�
0.2t/ for 0� t � 1=2

1.2t � 1/ for 1=2< t � 1

Notice that the following diagram is a cartesian square:

Pg.M / �1
��0

Ph.M /
j //

�1

��

Pg.M /�Ph.M /

�1��0

��
M

� // M �M

where j is the natural inclusion and � is the diagonal map. Following Cohen and
Jones [9, Section 1] we observe that such a pullback square allows one to construct a
Pontrjagin–Thom map

z� W Pg.M /�Ph.M / �! .Pg.M / �1
��0

Ph.M //TM

where .Pg.M / �1
��0

Ph.M //TM denotes the Thom space of the pullback bundle
��1.TM /, which is the normal bundle of the embedding j . Here we remind the reader
that the normal bundle of the embedding � is TM .

Let us denote by .Pgh.M //TM the Thom space of the bundle ��
1=2
.TM / where

�1=2W Pgh.M /!M . The map ? induces a map of Thom spaces

z?W .Pg.M / �1
��0

Ph.M //TM
�! .Pgh.M //TM :

Geometry & Topology, Volume 12 (2008)
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It is immediate to verify that the following diagram is commutative:

(3)

Pg.M /�Ph.M /
z� //

�1��0

��

.Pg.M / �1
��0

Ph.M //TM

�1

��

z? // .Pgh.M //TM

�1=2

��
M �M

� // M TM
D // M TM

From this we can consider the composition

ıW Hp.Pg.M //˝Hq.Ph.M //
�
!HpCq.Pg.M /�Ph.M //

z��
!

HpCq..Pg.M / �1
��0

Ph.M //TM /
z?�
!HpCq..Pgh.M /TM /

zu�
!HpCq�d .Pgh.M //;

where zu� is the Thom isomorphism. By considering the direct sum over all elements
g 2G we obtain the map

ıW Hp.PG.M //˝Hq.PG.M // �!HpCq�d .PG.M //:(4)

We will call ı the G–string product, and H�.PG.M // the G–string ring of the
G –manifold M .

This ring depends on the G–manifold M and not only on the orbifold XD ŒM=G�.
To obtain a bona fide orbifold invariant we proceed in the following manner.

We will define maps:

(i) The transfer map ��W H�.LBX/DH�.PG.M /�G EG/!H�.PG.M // which
is the composition in homology of the transfer of the finite covering PG.M /�

EG ! PG.M / �G EG with the projection PG.M / �EG ! PG.M / (see
Adams [2, Chapter 4]).

(ii) The projection map ��W H�.PG.M //! H�.PG.M / �G EG/ D H�.LBX/

which is the composition in homology of the maps

PG.M /! PG.M /�EG! PG.M /�G EG:

We then define the orbifold string product ı as follows:

ıW Hp.LBX/˝Hq.LBX/
��˝��
�! Hp.PG.M //˝Hq.PG.M //

ı
!HpCq�d .PG.M //

��
!HpCq�d .LBX/:

We will call the ring thus obtained

ıW H�.LBX/˝H�.LBX/ �!H�.LBX/
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the orbifold string ring of X. Notice that the degree of ı is �d whenever the dimension
of X is d .

Our next claim is that the string homology of the orbifold, it is indeed an invariant on
the orbifold and not of the particular choice of groupoid that we made.

Namely, we will now prove that for a functor F W ŒN=�� ! ŒM=G� between two
orbifolds ŒN=�� and ŒM=G� that defines a Morita equivalence (for a definition of
Morita equivalence see Moerdijk [19]), then their string homologies are isomorphic.
Using the definition it is not hard to check that F D .f; �/ is a pair consisting of
a surjective homomorphism �W � ! G and a �–equivariant, surjective, and local
diffeomorphism f W N !M such that the following diagram is a cartesian square:

N ��
f�� //

s�t

��

M �G

s�t

��
N �N

f�f

// M �M

Proposition 3.1 Let F W ŒN=��! ŒM=G� be a Morita equivalence. Then the induced
homomorphism in string homologies

H�.LN� IQ/ �!H�.LMG IQ/

is an isomorphism.

Proof In [16] the first two authors that the induced map on loop orbifolds

LF W LŒN=��! LŒM=G�

is a Morita equivalence. Then, their classifying spaces are homotopically equivalent
and therefore the induced homomorphism in homologies is an isomorphism. We are
left to prove the fact that the string homology structures are the same.

As LŒN=��D ŒP�.N /=�� and LŒM=G�D ŒPG.M /=G� the induced map on the coarse
moduli spaces

zF W P�.N /=�
Š
! PG.M /=G

is a homeomorphism. Following the definition of the circle action given in Section 2.3,
one can see that the map zF is S1 –equivariant. Therefore the induced degree shifting
action in homologies Hn!HnC1 is the same. Now let’s see that the string product
agrees.
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For ˛; ˇ 2 � and aD �.˛/; bD �.ˇ/ consider the following diagram as in (3) induced
by F .

P˛.N /�Pˇ.N / //

��

.P˛.N / �1
��0

Pˇ.N //TN

��

// .P˛ˇ.N //TN

��
Pa.M /�Pb.M / // .Pa.M / �1

��0
Pb.M //TM // .Pab.M //TM

The diagram is trivially equivariant and as TN Š f �TM then the diagram is com-
mutative. Therefore once one take invariants, it produces an isomorphism of string
products:

Hp.P�.N //� ˝Hq.P�.N //�
ı //

Š

��

HpCq�d .P�.N //�

Š

��

Hp.PG.M //G ˝Hq.PG.M //G
ı // HpCq�d .PG.M //G

4 Discrete torsion

For a gerbe over the finite group G , namely a 2–cocycle ˛W G �G! U.1/, one can
associate a 1–cocycle over the inertia groupoid of G [18]. The inertia groupoid ^G of
G is the translation groupoid of the adjoint action of G on itself. Its space of objects is
^G0DG , its space of arrows is ^G1DG�G and its structural maps are s.g; h/D g ,
t.g; h/ D h�1gh, m..g; h/; .h�1gh; k// D .g; hk/. It is Morita equivalent to the
groupoid

F
.g/ C.g/ where .g/ runs over conjugacy classes of elements in G and

C.g/ is the centralizer of g .

The 1–cocycle over ^G induced by ˛ is the groupoid map:

� W ^G! U.1/

.g; h/ 7!
˛.g; h/

˛.h; h�1gh/

where U.1/ is the groupoid with one object and morphisms the unitary complex
numbers.

This 1–cocycle � once restricted to the centralizers C.g/ is what is known by “discrete
torsion”. For every g 2G it defines 1–dimensional representation �g where the action
of h 2 C.g/ is given by the multiplication of �.g; h/.
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The loop orbifold LX WD ŒPG.M /=G� is Morita equivalent to the groupoidG
.g/

ŒPg.M /=C.g/�:

As the group G is finite we have that

H�.PG.M /�G EGIC/ŠH�.PG.M /IC/G

where the second expression means the G invariant part.

Definition 4.1 The loop orbifold homology twisted by a discrete torsion Œ˛� in
H 2.G;U.1// is

H˛
� .LBX/ WD

M
.g/

�
H�.Pg.M /IC/˝ �g

�C.g/
where C.g/ acts by translation on H�.Pg.M /IC/ and �g is the C.g/–representation
defined above. As a vector space this is isomorphic toM

.g/

�
H�.Pg.M /IC/

�C.g/
where for h 2 C.g/ and x 2H�.Pg.M /IC/, h �x D �.g; h/h�x .

5 Operadic structure

In [9, Section 2] Cohen and Jones showed that the BV algebra structure of the homology
of free loop space of a manifold could be understood via some suitable action of the
cactus operad. In this section we will argue that the homology of the orbifold loops
PG.M / can also be endowed with the action of an operad that we have named the
marked G chord diagram operad. The elements of this operad can be understood
as G–principal bundles over marked chord diagrams, this last operad turns out to be
homeomorphic to the cactus operad.

5.1 Chord diagrams

The chord diagrams we will be interested in will have only one boundary circle, will
be flat (namely, the chords do not intersect each other) and will have several marked
points. These marked points will be very useful when considering orbifold loops. First
we define what we mean by a labeled chord diagram.

Definition 5.1 A labeled chord diagram c with n�1 chords consists of the following
information:
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� A counterclockwise oriented circle S1 centered at the origin in R2 with perimeter
1. Namely

S1
WD fz 2C W jzj D 1=2�g:

� We will say that uD 1 2 S1 is the initial marked point.

� Marked points xi ;yi 2 S1 , i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; n� 1g with xi ¤ yi , such that they
satisfy the following properties:
– The segment of line (known as the i –th chord) from xi to yi do not intersect

the j –th chord in the interior of the disc (we will say in this case that the
chord diagram in flat or unknotted). We will call by fi W fxig ! fyig the
function that associates yi to xi . We do this because we want to think of a
chord as isomorphism between two points in the circle.

– The n connected regions that the chords define inside the circle are numbered
from 1 to n.

– The boundary of each of the n connected regions that the chords define
should intersect the circle S1 in a set of measure bigger than zero.

The space of labeled chord diagrams with n� 1 chords will be denoted by EC.n/.

The term labeled stands for the labeling of the chords. The topology of EC.n/ is the
one inherited from .S1/2n�2 .

Remark 5.2 To have a more intuitive picture of the above construction, one could
think of each chord as the place where the circle gets “pinched” to form a cactus
(following the terminology of Cohen and Voronov [11, Section 2.2]); each region
becomes a lobe in the cactus. The condition that the intersection of the boundary of
each region with the circumference of the circle must be of measure bigger than zero
ensures that each region defines a lobe of the cactus; if the boundary of a region had
only isolated points of the circle, it would mean that the lobe got contracted until it
disappeared. We need the number of lobes to remain fixed for each n (see Figure 2).
We would like to emphasize that we will not use the cactus operad in this paper, but
rather an equivalent operad of chord diagrams defined in this section.

If we erase the circle and keep the chords and the xi ’s, yi ’s, we get a graph graph.c/,
the chords are the edges and the xi and yi ’s are the vertices. The condition that the
boundary of each region must contain a set of measure bigger than zero of the circle
is the same as saying that graph.c/ is a forest. A forest is a graph whose connected
components are trees. A tree is a connected graph without loops. Note that the points
xi and yj could be equal, but they should define a forest. All these concepts easier to
understand with a picture—see Figure 3.
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Figure 2: A labeled chord diagram and the associated cactus
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Figure 3: A labelled chord diagram and the associated forest

The group �n WDSn�1 Ë .S2/
n�1 acts on EC.n/ by permuting the chords, ie each S2

permutes the xi with the yi and the Sn�1 permutes the indices. The action is free.

Definition 5.3 The space of unlabeled chord diagrams will be denoted by C.n/ and
is defined as the quotient C.n/ WD EC.n/=�n .

Many unlabeled chord diagrams could define the same cactus as in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Two different unlabelled chord diagrams that represent the same cactus

For an unlabeled chord diagram c 2C.n/, the vertices of the forest graph.c/ are divided
into clusters, namely two vertices of graph.c/ are in the same cluster if they are in the
same tree.

The number of each region labels the different intervals in which the circumference of
the circle is divided by the chords. Therefore one can label each such interval with the
number of the region on which it lays.

Definition 5.4 Two unlabeled chord diagrams c; c0 2 C.n/ have related forests if:

� The vertices of the forests of graph.c/ and of graph.c0/ are the same, and they
both define the same cluster.

� They both define the same labels for the intervals of the boundary of the circle.

We will denote this relation by c �f c0 .

We have that �f is an equivalence relation. If the forest of graph.c/ consists of n� 1

trees with one branch, then its equivalence class has only one element.

Definition 5.5 The space of equivalence classes of unlabeled chord diagrams D.n/ WD
C.n/=�f will be called the space of chord diagrams.

We claim that the homotopy type of D.n/ is the same as the set of configurations
of n ordered points in R2 , and therefore homotopically equivalent to the space of
configurations of n little discs. Unfortunately the spaces fD.n/gn are not endowed
with an operad structure as are the little discs, for the loops defining each region do not
have a marked point.
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5.2 Marked chord diagrams

In each of the loops determined by each of the regions of a labeled chord diagram we
are going to place a marking point. This point will only be allowed to move in the loop
defined by the respective region.

Definition 5.6 A marked labeled chord diagram c D .c; .z1; : : : ; zn//is a labeled
chord diagram c together with marked points zi 2 S1 , i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, such that zi lies
on the closed interval of the circle with label i .

As we want the zi to move only on the i –th loop determined by the i –th region, we
need to identify marked labeled chord diagrams whenever one has that zi equals xj

or yj for some j . So we say that c and c0 are related, c�0 c0 , if c D c0 and for all
i , zi ¤ z0i implies that both zi and z0i are vertices of the same tree of the forest of
graph.c/. It is clear that �0 is an equivalence relationship. Abusing the notation we
define:

Definition 5.7 The space of marked labeled chord diagrams will be denoted by
MEC.n/ and is defined as the quotient

MEC.n/ WD fc j c is a marked labeled chord diagramg=�0 :

See Figure 5.

Then the natural forgetful map �nWMEC.n/! EC.n/, c 7! c is the quotient map
by the natural action of .S1/n . Moreover, the group �n acts in the natural way on
MEC.n/ making the map �n into a �n –equivariant map.

Definition 5.8 The space of marked unlabeled chord diagrams will be denoted by
MC.n/ and is defined as the quotient MC.n/ WDMEC.n/=�n .

If furthermore we mod out by the relation �f (that is well defined in MC.n/ because
of the relationship �0 ) we have the following:

Definition 5.9 The space of marked chord diagrams will be denoted by MD.n/ and
is defined as the quotient MD.n/ WDMC.n/=�f .

Therefore we have the commutative diagram

MEC.n/

�n

��

=�n

// MC.n/

�0n
��

=�f

// MD.n/

x�n

��
EC.n/

=�n

// C.n/
=�f

// D.n/
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Figure 5: A marked labeled chord diagram and two configurations defining
the same marked labeled chord diagram

where the forgetful maps �0nWMC.n/! C.n/ and x�nWMD.n/!D.n/ are quotient
maps by the action of .S1/n . This is true because the action of the group �n is free
in both spaces, and because the relation �f in MC.n/ is defined by the lift of the
relation �f in C.n/.

We will argue now that each marked unlabeled chord diagram determines uniquely a
cactus (with marked points). So, let us recall the definition of the cactus operad Cac
given in [9, Section 2]. A point a in the space Cac.n/ is a collection of n oriented,
parameterized circles a1; : : : ; an with radii ri so that

Pn
iD1 ri D 1. Each circle has a

marked point si 2 ai given by the image under the parametrization of the base point
1 2 S1 . The circles can intersect each other at a finite number of points creating a
“cactus type configuration”, namely that the dual graph of this configuration is a tree
(the dual graph of the configuration has for vertices the circles and an edge between
two circles whenever they intersect, we will denote it by tree.a/). The boundary of
the cactus (the union of the circles) is equipped with a basepoint w together with a
choice of which component the base point w lies in. The edges coming into any vertex
are also equipped with a cyclic ordering. The topology of the space of cacti Cac.n/ is
described in [11; 21].
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Proposition 5.10 There is a surjective map ınWMC.n/!Cac.n/ that factors through:

MC.n/ ın //

x�n %%KKKKKKKKKK
Cac.n/

MD.n/
xın

99sssssssss

Moreover, the map xınWMD.n/! Cac.n/ is a homeomorphism.

Proof A marked unlabeled chord diagram c D .c; .z1; : : : ; zn// has n connected
regions in its interior, each one with a number. Once the chords of the boundary
of each region are contracted, one obtains a loop ˛i for each region, with certain
perimeter ri . Moreover, each loop ˛i has a marked point zi . For each i , take ai

to be the parameterized circle of radius ri and marked point si 2 ai (the image of
uD 1 2 S1 in the parametrization), and construct the unique orientation preserving
map hi W ˛i! ai of constant velocity and winding number 1 , such that hi.zi/D si .
As the total perimeter of the loops ˛i is 1, then

Pn
iD1 ri D 1.

The intersection of the circles ai are obtained via the maps hi and the points where
the chords got contracted. The cyclic order of the circles at each intersection point is
given by the following algorithm. Intersection points in the cactus correspond to trees
in graph.c/. Fix a tree. Each vertex of a given tree has a small neighborhood in S1

that has two labels. These labels in turn correspond to labels in the lobes of the cactus
that intersect at the point corresponding to the tree. We will order the labels via the
counterclockwise orientation of S1 at the vertex of the tree. In this manner the lobes
get a cyclic ordering.

Finally, let j be the region where u D 1 2 S1 lies on. In the case that u is over a
vertex of the forest graph.c/, take j to be the region where u would go if it followed
the orientation. Then take w WD hj .u/ lying in the circle aj .

The cactus a is uniquely determined by the marked labeled chord diagram c, then we
define ın.c/ WD a.

If two marked unlabeled chord diagrams c and c0 satisfy c�f c0 , then they define the
same cactus, ie ın.c/D ın.c0/. For the intersection points of the cactus are defined by
each of the trees of the forests. When the trees collapse to a point, both c and c0 define
the same intersection points. Then we can define xın.Œc�/ WD ın.c/.

To show that xın is a homeomorphism we will construct its inverse map. Take a cactus a

and let S1 be the parameterized circle of perimeter 1 with marked point u. Construct
the unique orientation preserving map �W a! S1 with constant velocity 1=.2�/ that
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maps the boundary of the cactus a to the circle S1 such that �.w/D u. This map is
unique because we start in w following the boundary of the cactus in the direction of
the orientation. If w lies in an intersection point, since we know in which lobe w lies,
we move through the boundary of that lobe. Once an intersection point is reached, we
use the cyclic order to know where to continue. The image under � of the points si

define the numbering of the regions as well as the marked points zi . The image under
� of each one of the intersection points define the vertices of each of the trees of the
forest. This information defines uniquely an element in MD.n/. Therefore we have
defined a continuous map �nW Cac.n/!MD.n/. It is straightforward to check that
�n is the inverse of xın .

Notice that if there are n� 1 intersection points in the cactus a, then we have n� 1

pairs of points in the circles S1 and there is only one way we can fill them with trees.
In this case we can find a marked unlabeled chord diagram for the cactus a. If there are
less than n�1 intersection points, there is no canonical way to decide how to construct
the trees of the forest of the marked unlabeled chord diagram. Nevertheless there is
always a tree, take for example the linear graph defined by the cyclic order given by
the cyclic orientation starting at any point in a cluster.

The spaces fMEC.n/gn�0 , fMC.n/gn�0 and fMD.n/gn�0 form operads. An operad
(see Voronov [21, Definition 2.3]) is a set of spaces fO.n/gn with the following
properties:

� A composition law:

O.m/�O.k1/� � � � �O.km/ �!O.k1C � � �C km/

� A right action of the symmetric group Sn on O.n/
� A unit e 2O.1/

such that the composition is associative and equivariant with respect to the symmetric
groups, and the identity satisfies natural properties with respect to the composition.

Let’s see how the operad structure is defined in MEC . The action of Sn is given by
permutations of the subindices of the marked points zi (and therefore the numbering
of the regions), and the composition is obtained by adding the chords of the diagrams
ci 2 MEC.ki/ into the diagram of c 2 MEC.m/. This is done as follows: the
diagram ci will be patched into the i –th region (where the point zi lies in c). ci
is linearly rescaled to match the length of the i –th loop of c. The patching starts
by sending the marked point ui of ci to the point zi and one continues using the
orientations. The points fxi

j ;y
i
j g1�j<ki

are patched then onto c thus defining an
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element zc 2MEC.k1C � � �C km/. The numbering of the chords and of the regions in
zc is obtained by starting with the chords and the regions in c1 , then the ones in c2 and
so forth. The marking u of c remains the same in zc. The identity e 2MEC.1/ is the
chord diagram with z1 D u.

The operad structure of MEC induces the operad structures on MC and MD .

Theorem 5.11 The cactus operad Cac and the marked chord diagram operad MD
are isomorphic via the maps xı D fxıngn .

Proof In Proposition 5.10 we showed that the maps xınWMEC.n/ ! Cac.n/ are
homeomorphisms. The fact that they Sn equivariant and compatible with the operad
structure is straightforward.

Cohen with Godin [8] and Jones [9] showed how the homology of the Cacti operad can
act on the homology of the free loop space of a manifold thus realizing the BV–algebra
structure on the homology of the loops defined by Chas and Sullivan [7]. This uses the
result of Voronov [21] that shows that the cactus operad is equivalent to the framed
little disc operad, and the result of Getzler [14] that shows that the algebraic structure
of a BV–algebra is captured by an action of the framed little disc operad.

5.3 Marked G –chord diagrams

Now we want to construct the moduli space of principal G bundles over the marked
chord diagrams, ie principal G bundles over c for all c’s. We need to lift all the
markings of the marked labeled chord diagram in order to have a manifold and not an
orbifold. This fact can be easily seen on the moduli space of principal G bundles over
a circle. If one marks a lift of 0 then the isomorphism class can be characterized by
the holonomy, en element in G , but without the marking the only invariant we can
measure is the conjugacy class of the holonomy. The first one is a manifold, the second
one is an orbifold.

First, let’s fix for each g 2G a G–principal bundle � W Qg! S1 (as in Section 2.5
with a marked point zu 2Qg , over the parameterized circle of total arclength 1, such
that � is a local isometry, �.zu/D u and the holonomy of Qg starting at zu is g .

Definition 5.12 A G marked labeled chord diagram W with holonomy g over the
marked labeled chord diagram c 2MEC.n/ consist of the following information:

� The principal bundle � W Qg! S1

� The marked labeled chord diagram c
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� Lifts zz1; : : : ; zzn in Qg for the marked points z1; : : : ; zn in c
� Lifts zxi ; zyi 2Qg , 1 � i < n of xi and yi in c , together with G–equivariant

isomorphisms zfi W �
�1.xi/! ��1.yi/, 1� i < n such that zfi.zxi/D zyi .

We will denote the space of such G marked labeled chord diagrams

WD .Qg; c; .zxi/i ; .zyi/i ; .zzi/i/

by GMEC.n;g/.
Considering all the possible holonomies we define GMEC.n/ WD

F
g2G GMEC.n;g/:

Example 5.13 In the graph, Figure 6 below, we can see a marked S3 chord diagram
over the marked labeled chord diagram of one chord. The dashed double arrows
represent the isomorphism zf1 and the pointed vertical lines represent the fibers of the
points x1 and y1 . We have identified the fiber of x1 with the elements of S3 that
appear on the left of Figure 6, and the fiber of y1 with the elements on the right.

From Figure 6 one can see that the holonomy of the outer circle (forgetting the chords)
starting at zu is .1; 3; 2/, the holonomy of the region numbered 1 starting at zz1 is .2; 3/
and of the region 2 starting at zz2 is also .2; 3/. It is worth pointing out here that if one
takes the S3 principal bundle associated to either one of the regions, each one of them
would have 3 connected components. Each component will give a different holonomy,
namely .1; 2/, .2; 3/ or .1; 3/; all the conjugates of .2; 3/. All these holonomies can
be attained by changing the position of the points zzi .

Proposition 5.14 The projection maps GMEC.n;g/!MEC.n/, W 7! c, are prin-
cipal G3n�2 bundles.

Proof There are jGj choices for each of the zxi ; zyi , and zzi ’s. The element

..gi/i ; .hi/i ; .ki/i/ 2Gn�1
�Gn�1

�Gn

sends WD .Qg; c; .zxi/i ; .zyi/i ; .zzi/i/ to W0 D .Qg; c; .zxigi/i ; .zyihi/i ; .zziki/i/.

Therefore for all g 2G ,

GMEC.n;g/=G3n�2
DMEC.n/:

We want to consider now principal bundles over the marked unlabeled chord diagrams
and we will use GMC.n/ to denote this moduli space.

Consider the diagonal action

GMEC.n;g/�Gn�1
!GMEC.n;g/

.Qg; c; .zxi/i ; .zyi/i ; .zzi/i/� .gi/i 7! .Qg; c; .zxigi/i ; .zyigi/i ; .zzi/i/:
(5)
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Definition 5.15 Let GMEC.n;g/ WD GMEC.n;g/=Gn�1 where the Gn�1 action
is the diagonal action of (5).

An equivalence class SW in GMEC.n;g/ consist of a G marked labeled chord diagram
where we keep track of the G equivariant maps zfi W �

�1.fxig/! ��1.fyig/ lifting
the fi ’s and the zzi , but there are no marked points on the fibers of the xi ;yi ’s.

If Gn�1 acts on GMEC.n;g/ by sending the maps . zfi/i to the maps . zf 0i /i , where
zf 0i .v/ WD

zfi.v/gi , one gets that GMEC.n;g/ is a G2n�1 principal bundle over
MEC.n/.
Over the space GMEC.n;g/ the group �n acts by permuting the zfi ’s lifting the action
of �n on MEC.n/.

Definition 5.16 The space of G marked unlabeled chord diagrams with holonomy g ,
will be denoted by GMC.n;g/ and is defined as the quotient

GMC.n;g/ WDGMEC.n;g/=�n:
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The next lemma follows immediately from the definition.

Lemma 5.17 The forgetful map GMC.n;g/!MC.n/ that sends the G marked
unlabeled chord diagram W to its base (a marked unlabeled chord diagram c) is a finite
map of order jGj2n�1 .

Notice that there is no canonical way to get an action of the group Gn�1 on GMC.n;g/;
nevertheless Gn acts on GMC.n;g/ permuting the zzi ’s.

An element W in GMC.n;g/ consists of a principal G–bundle over the marked
unlabeled chord diagram c, together with G–equivariant maps ��1.a/! ��1.b/,
where a; b are vertices of the same chord in c. The forest of graph.c/ divides the
vertices of the chords of c into clusters. The inverse image under � in W of each of
these clusters is further divided into jGj subclusters using the functions f zfigi . We
then make the following definition:

Definition 5.18 Two G marked unlabeled chord diagrams W;W0 2GMC.n;g/ are
forest related W�F W0 , if:
� Their marked unlabeled chord diagrams c; c0 are forest related, ie c�f c0 ,
� The subclusters of the inverse image under � of the vertices of graph.c/ are the

same as the connected components of the inverse image under � 0 .
� zzi D zz

0
i for all i (recall that the zzi ’s as well as the zz0i ’s belong to Qg ).

By definition �F is an equivalence relation, so we define:

Definition 5.19 The space of G marked chord diagrams with holonomy g , will be
denoted by GMD.n;g/ and is defined as the quotient

GMD.n;g/ WDGMC.n;g/=�F :

From Lemma 5.17 and Definition 5.19 we get:

Lemma 5.20 The forgetful map GMD.n;g/!MD.n/ that sends the G marked
chord diagram W to its base (a marked chord diagram c ) is finite map of order
jGj2n�1 .

Therefore we get the commutativity of the diagram

GMEC.n;g/
=Gn�1

//

((QQQQQQQQQQQQ
GMEC.n;g/

=�n

//

��

GMC.n;g/
=�F

//

��

GMD.n;g/

��
MEC.n/

=�n

// MC.n/
�f

// MD.n/
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where all the vertical maps are finite or order jGj2n�1 , the left diagonal map is a G3n�2

fibration, and the top horizontal maps are Gn equivariant (by acting of the zzi ’s).

We can now measure the holonomy around each of the regions that defines a marked
chord diagram. Then let

ihW GMEC.n;g/!Gn

W 7! .h1; h2; : : : ; hn/

be the map that assigns the holonomy around each of the n regions. This is measured
by starting from the points zzi following the induced orientation. Whenever a point zxj

is reached the path is continued on zyj (or viceversa) and so forth until one reaches
a point on the same fiber as zzi . The name ih stands for incoming holonom. We will
denote by

ohW GMEC.n/!G

W 7! g

the map that assigns g to W whenever W belongs to GMEC.n;g/. Recall that this is
the total holonomy of W measured starting from zu; the name oh stands for outgoing
holonomy.

The incoming and outgoing holonomies are defined similarly on each of the spaces
GMEC;GMC;GMD . Then we can make the next definition:

Definition 5.21 For g; h1; : : : hn 2G with hD .h1; : : : ; hn/ let

GMEC.n;g;h/ WD fW 2GMEC.n/ j ih.W/D .h1; : : : ; hn/ and oh.W/D gg:

Similarly for GMEC;GMC;GMD .

So, GMEC.n;g/ D
F

h GMEC.n;g;h/ and similarly for GMEC;GMC;GMD .
Notice that some of the sets GMEC.n;g;h/ may be empty. This is because the inner
holonomy h plus the geometric information of the bundle W determines uniquely the
outgoing holonomy.

Fixing the incoming and outgoing holonomies we get the commutative diagram

(6)

GMEC.n;g;h/
=�n

//

=Gn

��

GMC.n;g;h/
=�F

//

=Gn

��

GMD.n;g;h/

=Gn

��
GMEC.n;g;h/

=Gn�1

66mmmmmmmmmmmm
// MEC.n/

=�n

// MC.n/
�f

// MD.n/

where all the vertical maps are Gn principal bundles (the action is on the zzi ’s).
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We summarize in the next lemma.

Lemma 5.22 For the spaces GMD we have

GMD.n/D
G
.g;h/

GMD.n;g;h/

GMD.n;g;h/=Gn
DMD.n/:and

The G –graded operad action for GMDD fGMD.n/gn given by maps

GMD.n/ ih�f
Q

ohg

nY
jD1

GMD.lj / �!GMD.l1C l2C � � �C ln/(7)

is defined in the natural way such that it is compatible with the one of fMD.n/gn ,
where the set GMD.n/ ih�f

Q
ohg
Qn

jD1 GMD.lj / is the one that makes the following
a cartesian square

GMD.n/ ih�f
Q

ohg
Qn

jD1 GMD.lj / //

��

Qn
jD1 GMD.lj /Q

oh
��

GMD.n/ ih // Gn

;

and where the identity ze 2GMD.1/ is the trivial G principal bundle over e 2MD.1/
with zzi D zu.

We have decided to call the structure described in Lemma 5.22 a G–graded operad.
All the operads in this paper with a G in their name are G –graded operads.

Now we are ready to construct the action of this operad in the homology of the loop
orbifold.

Recall that the loop orbifold can be seen as ŒBunG.S
1;M /=G� where

BunG.S
1;M /D

G
g2G

Bung.S
1;M /

and Bung.S
1;M / is the set of G–equivariant maps from Qg to M with Qg the

G –principal bundle over the circle with holonomy g (measured from q0 the lift of 0)
and the projection being a local isometry.

Definition 5.23 For W 2GMEC.n;g;h/, let LWM be

LWM WD f W Qg!M j  is G � equivariant and  .zxi/D  .zyi/ 1� i < ng:
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Notice that the space LWM could also have been defined as the space of G equivariant
maps  W Qg ! M such that  .za/ D  .zb/ where za; zb are any two points in Qg

lifting vertices a; b 2 graph.c/ and such that za; zb are in the same subcluster of
��1.graph.c// defined via the fi ’s. Therefore we have:

Lemma 5.24 If W;W0 2GMEC.n;g;h/ are G marked labeled chord diagram that
define the same G marked chord diagram Z (ie W 7! Z and W0 7! Z under the map
GMEC.n;g;h/!GMD.g; n;h/ of (6)), then LWM is equal to LW0M .

By forgetting the information about the marked points (except zu), we get the natural
map

�WW LWM ! Bung.S
1;M /:

The space LWM can also be viewed as the pullback of an evaluating mapping of
the product

Q
j Bunhj

.S1;M / defined as follows. The marked G –chord diagram W
induces G –principal bundles Wi over the circles ai of radius 1=.2�/ of the perimeter
of the i –th region, by taking the G principal bundle over the i –th region that W
defines by contracting its chords via the maps fj . The marked point being zzi .

On each of these bundles Wi denote by ˛l the points on Wi that correspond to zxl (or
zyl ) where l 2 Ii with Ii the set of j such that zxj (or zyj ) is on the i –th region. Let
mi be the number of elements in Ii , and as all the chords touch two regions we have
that m1C � � �Cmn D 2.n� 1/.

Define the evaluation map

evWW

nY
iD1

Bunhi
.S1;M / �! .M /2.n�1/

as follows. Let si W S
1! ai be the identification of the unit circle with ai obtained by

scaling down the unit circle so as to have the radius of ai , and rotating it so the base
point 0 2 S1 is mapped to the marked point zi 2 ai . And take zsi W Qhi

!Wi to be the
identification of the corresponding G –principal bundles, compatible with si and where
q0 is mapped to zzi . Let ˇl ; l 2 Ii the points on Qhi

corresponding to ˛l ; l 2 Ii under
the map zsi . Define

evWi
W Bunhi

.S1;M /! .M /mi

� W Qhi
!M 7! .�. ǰ i

1
/; : : : ; �. ǰ i

mi

//

with j i
1
< j i

2
< � � �< j i

mi
all of them in Ii .
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Now define

evWD evW1
�� � ��evWn

W

nY
iD1

Bunhi
.S1;M /! .M /m1�� � �� .M /mn D .M /2.n�1/:

As each of the chords touch two regions, then each of the j ’s 1� j < n belong to two
of the Ii ’s. This induces a diagonal map

�WW .M /.n�1/
! .M /m1 � � � � � .M /mn D .M /2.n�1/

�W.p1; : : : ;pn�1/D .qj1
1
; : : : ; qj1

m1

; qj2
1
; : : : ; qj2

m2

; : : : qjn
1
; : : : ; qjn

mn
/defined by

with pj D qj i
k

whenever j D j i
k

. As noted above, for each j there are only two j i
k

’s
that are equal to j .

Note that the map �W is the same as the .n � 1/–th product of the diagonal map
M !M �M composed with a permutation of the group S2.n�1/ .

Now observe that the following is a cartesian pullback square:

LWM

evint

��

z�W // Qn
iD1 Bunhi

.S1;M /

evW

��

.M /.n�1/
�W

// .M /2.n�1/

where evintW LWM ! .M /n�1 evaluates a map  W W!M at the n� 1 vertices of
the chords, namely evint. /D . .zx1/; : : : ;  .zxn�1//.

The normal bundle �.�W/ of the diagonal embedding �W is then isomorphic to
TM n�1 ! .M /n�1 . By the tubular neighborhood theorem, we have proven the
following:

Lemma 5.25 The image of the embedding

z�WW LWM !

nY
iD1

Bunhi
.S1;M /

has an open neighborhood homeomorphic to the total space of the pullback ev�intTM n�1 .
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We now consider the above construction for families of diagrams by letting W vary in
GMEC.n;g;h/. Consider the set

L.n;g;h/M D f.W;  /W W 2GMEC.n;g;h/ and  2LWM g;

z�.n;g;h/W L.n;g;h/M !GMEC.n;g;h/�
nY

iD1

Bunhi
.S1;M /the map

.W;  / 7! .W; z�W. //;

ev.n;g;h/W L.n;g;h/M !M n�1the map

.W;  / 7! evint. /D . .zx1/; : : : ;  .zxn�1//;

�.n;g;h/W L.n;g;h/M ! Bung.S
1;M /and the map

.W;  / 7! �W. /:(8)

Defining �.n;g;h/ WD ev�
.n;g;h/TM n�1 , the d.n� 1/ dimensional vector bundle over

L.n;g;h/ whose fiber over .W;  / is the sum of tangent spaces

�.n;g;h/j.W; / D
n�1M
iD1

T.zxi /M;

together with Lemma 5.25, we have the next lemma:

Lemma 5.26 The image of the embedding

z�.n;g;h/W L.n;g;h/M !GMEC.n;g;h/�
nY

iD1

Bunhi
.S1;M /

has an open neighborhood homeomorphic to the total space �.n;g;h/.

Now we need to define a similar map as in Lemma 5.26 but for the space GMD . This
we will do by stages defining it first for GMEC and then on GMC .

Recall that GMEC.n;g;h/DGMEC.n;g;h/=Gn�1:

Take W;W0 2 GMEC.n;g;h/ such that both map to V 2 GMEC.n;g;h/. By
Lemma 5.24 we have that LWM D LW0M , therefore we can define an action of
Gn�1 on L.n;g;h/M that takes .W;  / 7! .W0;  / making the embedding z�.n;g;h/
Gn�1 equivariant. This action can be lifted to the vector bundle �.n;g;h/ by using
the isomorphism

�.n;g;h/j.W; / D
n�1M
iD1

T.zxi /M Š �.n;g;h/j.W0; / D
n�1M
iD1

T.zx0
i
/M:
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Therefore we have that �.n;g;h/ becomes a Gn�1 equivariant vector bundle over
L.n;g;h/M .

Definition 5.27 Let x�.n;g;h/ WD �.n;g;h/=Gn�1 be the vector bundle over

xL.n;g;h/M WDL.n;g;h/M=Gn�1:

We have then:

Lemma 5.28 The induced map

x�.n;g;h/W xL.n;g;h/M !GMEC.n;g;h/�
nY

iD1

Bunhi
.S1;M /

is an embedding and has an open neighborhood homeomorphic to the total space
x�.n;g;h/.

Notice that for the vector bundle x�.n;g;h/, its fibers are

x�.n;g;h/j.V; / Š
� M
.g1;:::;gn�1/2Gn�1

n�1M
iD1

T.zxi gi /M

�Gn�1

Recall that the group �n acts freely on GMEC.n;g;h/ and that its quotient defines
GMC.n;g;h/. For � 2 �n , the action of � on xL.n;g;h/M takes .V;  / to .V�;  /
and this action can be lifted to an action on x�.n;g;h/ where the canonical isomorphism

x�.n;g;h/j.V; / Š x�.n;g;h/j.V�; /� M
.g1;:::;gn�1/

2Gn�1

n�1M
iD1

T.zxi gi /M

�Gn�1

Š

� M
.g1;:::;gn�1/

2Gn�1

n�1M
iD1

T..zxi gi /�/M

�Gn�1

:is

We have then that the vector bundle x�.n;g;h/ is �n equivariant.

Definition 5.29 Let y�.n;g;h/ WD x�.n;g;h/=�n be the vector bundle over

yL.n;g;h/M WD xL.n;g;h/M=�n:
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We have then:

Lemma 5.30 The induced map

y�.n;g;h/W yL.n;g;h/M !GMC.n;g;h/�
nY

iD1

Bunhi
.S1;M /

is an embedding and has an open neighborhood homeomorphic to the total space
y�.n;g;h/.

Notice that for the vector bundle y�.n;g;h/, its fibers are

y�.n;g;h/j.Y; / Š
� M
�2�n

� M
.g1;:::;gn�1/2Gn�1

n�1M
iD1

T..zxi gi /�/M

�Gn�1��n

where V maps to Y under the map GMEC.n;g;h/!GMC.n;g;h/.
The equivalence relation �F is easily defined on yL.n;g;h/M . For .Y;  /; .Y0;  0/ 2
yL.n;g;h/M , we say that .Y;  /�F .Y0;  0/ if and only if Y�F Y0 and  D  0 . We
now want to lift this relation to y�.n;g;h/. Since the fibers of y�.n;g;h/ over .Y;  /
and .Y0;  / are canonically isomorphic whenever Y�F Y0 (this is because the images
of  under Y and Y0 are the same) then this isomorphism defines the equivalence
relation �F on y�.n;g;h/.

Definition 5.31 Let L�.n;g;h/ WD y�.n;g;h/=�F be the vector bundle over

LL.n;g;h/M WD yL.n;g;h/M=�F :

L�.n;g;h/W LL.n;g;h/M ! Bung.S
1;M /And let

be the composition of the maps

L.n;g;h/M // LL.n;g;h/M
�.n;g;h/ // Bung.S

1;M /

where �.n;g;h/ is defined in (8).

We can conclude:

Lemma 5.32 The induced map

L�.n;g;h/W LL.n;g;h/M !GMD.n;g;h/�
nY

iD1

Bunhi
.S1;M /

is an embedding and has an open neighborhood homeomorphic to the total space
L�.n;g;h/.
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Notice that this allows us to perform a Pontrjagin–Thom collapse map

� W GMD.n;g;h/�
nY

iD1

Bunhi
.S1;M /! . LL.n;g;h/M /

L�.n;h/

that induces a homomorphism in homology

Hp

�
GMD.n;g;h/�

nY
iD1

Bunhi
.S1;M /

�
!Hp�d.n�1/. LL.n;g;h/M /

that once composed with the homomorphism

H�. LL.n;g;h/M /
. L�.n;g;h//� // H�.Bunh.S

1;M //

produces the following.

Proposition 5.33 There is a homomorphism in homology

Hp

�
GMD.n;g;h/�

nY
iD1

Bunhi
.S1;M /

�
!Hp�d.n�1/.Bung.S

1;M //

which induces an action of the homology of the G –graded operad GMD .

Proof The compatibility is clear from the operadic structure of GMD (see (7)).

Now we are ready to show that the homology with rational coefficients of LBXDLMG

has a BV algebra structure, this we will prove by using the Proposition 5.33 together
with the equivalences of Lemma 5.22.

Theorem 5.34 The homology with rational coefficients of the free loop space of
the Borel construction ŒM=G�, ie H�.LMG ;Q/, has a Batalin–Vilkovisky algebra
structure. Moreover when the group is the identity group coincides with the Chas–
Sullivan construction.

Proof Let’s start by recalling that LMG is homotopically equivalent to the space
BunG.S

1;M /�G EG , and as G is finite we have that

H�.LMG ;Q/ŠH�.BunG.S
1;M /�G EG;Q/ŠH�.BunG.S

1;M /;Q/G

where the last group means the G –invariant part of H�.BunG.S
1;M /;Q/.
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Using Lemma 5.22 we have the following set of maps:

H�

�
MC.n/�

nY
iD1

.LMG/;Q

�
ŠH�

 
MC.n/�

nY
iD1

.BunG.S
1;M /=G/;Q

!

�!
1

jGjn

M
g2G;h2Gn

H�

�
GMD.n;g;h/=Gn

�

nY
iD1

�
BunG.S

1;M /=G
�
;Q

�

Š
1

jGjn

M
g2G;h2Gn

H�

�
GMD.n;g;h/;Q

�Gn

˝

nO
iD1

H�

�
BunG.S

1;M /;Q
�G

�!
1

jGjn

M
g2G;h2Gn

H� .GMD.n;g;h/;Q/˝
nO

iD1

H�

�
BunG.S

1;M /;Q
�G

�!H�

�
BunG.S

1;M /;Q
�G

where the last homomorphism is the one from Proposition 5.33 whenever is defined;
namely, when the inner holonomy of W matches the holonomy of the loops inQn

iD1 BunG.S
1;M / then the product is the one from Proposition 5.33, otherwise

is zero.

The only thing left to prove is that the image is indeed G –invariant, but this should be
clear from the fact that we have added over all possible G marked chord diagrams on
the definition of the homomorphism.

Therefore we have the set of homomorphisms

Hp

�
MD.n/�

nY
iD1

.BunG.S
1;M /=G/;Q

�
�!Hp�d.n�1/

�
BunG.S

1;M /=G;Q
�
;

that are compatible with the operadic structure of MD .

By Proposition 5.10 the chord diagram operad is isomorphic to the cactus operad, which
by a theorem of Voronov [21, Theorem 2.3] is homotopy equivalent to the framed little
disk operad, we have that H�.LMG ;Q/ becomes a Batalin–Vilkovisky algebra.

When the group G is the trivial group, then BunG.S
1;M /DLM and GMDDMD ,

and we recover the homological action of the cactus operad in the homology of LM

defined in [9].

Remark 5.35 Note that the action of MD.1/ on

BunG.S
1;M /=G D PG.M /=G D LX=� ;

is the one induced by the S1 action defined on Section 2.3.
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6 Computations

Example 6.1 Let M be a smooth manifold and consider XD ŒM=f1g� (in other words
we consider the case when G D f1g). Then it is clear that Pg.M /D PG.M /D LM

is simple the free loop space and H�.LX/ D H�.LM /: By the work of Cohen and
Jones we recover the Chas–Sullivan BV–algebra in this case.

Example 6.2 Let G be a finite group and consider XD Œ�=G� be the orbifold consisting
of a point M D� being acted by G . Sometimes this orbifold is denoted by BG (not to
be confused with BG the classifying space of G ). Clearly every loop and every path
in this case is constant, namely the space Pg.M /D ?g is a point, and so PG.M / is in
one-to-one correspondence with G . Therefore the category ŒPG.M /=G� is equivalent
to the category ŒG=G� of G acting on G by conjugation, for we have

h.?g/D ?hgh�1 :

For each g 2G the stabilizer of this action is the centralizer

C.g/D fh 2Gjhgh�1
D gg:

Now, in the category ŒG=G� an object g 2 G is isomorphic to g0 2 G if and only if g

and g0 are conjugate. Therefore we have the equivalence of categories

LX' ŒPG.M /=G�' ŒG=G�'
a
.g/

Œ?g=C.g/�:

Here .g/ runs through the conjugacy classes of elements in g 2 G . From this we can
conclude that the equivalence

LBXD BLX

becomes in this particular case (cf [17])

LBG '
a
.g/

BC.g/:

This equation becomes at the level of homology with complex coefficients the center
of the group algebra

H�.LBG/ŠZ.CŒG�/

and in fact H�.LBG/ is simply the Frobenius algebra of Dijkgraaf and Witten [12].

The reader may be interested in comparing this result with that of Abbaspour, Cohen
and Gruher[1].
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Let X be a topological space endowed with the action of a connected Lie group � .
Take G � � finite and consider the quotient X=G and the map � W X ! X=G the
projection.

Lemma 6.3 The projection map induces an isomorphism

��W H�.X IQ/
Š
!H�.X=GIQ/:

Proof Take g 2G and its induced action gW X !X . We claim that g�W H�.X /
D
!

H�.X / is the identity. Join the identity of � with g with a path ˛t 2 � (ie ˛0 D id�
and ˛1 D g ), hence ˛t is a homotopy between the identity and g , therefore g� D id.

Taking the averaging operator

H�.X IQ/
˛
!H�.X IQ/

G

x 7!

�
1

jGj

X
g2G

g�x

�
.D x/

and using that H�.X IQ/G
�
ŠH�.X=GIQ/ the isomorphism follows, for it is not hard

to check that �� D �˛ .

With the same hypothesis as before consider now the orbifold loops, namely PgX D

ff W Œ0; 1�!X jf .0/g D f .1/g.

Lemma 6.4 There is a C.g/–equivariant homotopy equivalence between LX and
PgX .

Proof Let ˛t W Œ0; 1�!G be the map defined in Lemma 6.3. Consider the maps

�W PgX ! LX and � W LX ! PgX(9)

�.f /.s/ WD

�
f .2s/ if 0� s � 1

2

f .1/˛�1
2s�1

if 1
2
� s � 1

where

�.�/.s/ WD

�
�.2s/ if 0� s � 1

2

�.1/˛2s�1 if 1
2
� s � 1:

and

The composition � ı � W LX ! LX is clearly homotopic to the identity. The same
holds for � ı � . The maps � and � are trivially C.g/–equivariant.

Corollary 6.5 The group structure of the loop homology of ŒX=G� can be seen as

H�.LŒX=G�IQ/Š
M
.g/

H�.LX IQ/:
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Proof It follows from the Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.4 and the fact that

H�.LŒX=G�IQ/Š
M
.g/

H�.PgX=C.g/IQ/:

Notation Let X be an orbifold of dimension d . Denote the loop homology of X by

H�.X/ WDH�Cd .LX/:

In this way the orbifold string product H�.X/ is graded associative.

Example 6.6 The loop homology of the lens spaces L.n;p/D Sn=Zp (n odd, p > 0)
is

H�.L.n;p//DH�.LL.n;p//DƒŒa�˝QŒu; v�=.vp
D 1/

with a 2H�n.L.n;p//, v 2H0.L.n;p// and u 2Hn�1.L.n;p//.

Proof As the action of Zp on Sn comes from the action of S1 on Sn via the Hopf
fibration, we can use corollary . Let g be a generator of Zp , then

H�.L.n;p//ŠH�.ŒS
n=Zp �/Š

p�1M
jD0

H�.Pgj Sn/Zp ;

as graded vector spaces.

As H�.Pgj Sn/Zp ŠH�.Pgj Sn/ the string product ı could be calculated from the
following commutative diagram:

H�.Pgj Sn/Zp �H�.Pgk Sn/Zp

Š

��

ı // H�.PgjCk Sn/Zp

Š

��
H�.Pgj Sn/�H�.Pgk Sn/

ı // H�.PgjCk Sn/:

The map �j W LSn ! Pgj Sn defined in (9) gives an isomorphism in homology, so
we can define the generators of the homology of Pgj Sn via the map �j and the loop
homology of the sphere, namely H�.Sn/ D H�.LSn/ Š ƒŒa�˝QŒu� (see Cohen,
Jones and Yan [10]). Denote then by �j

k
the generator of the group HkCn.Pgj Sn/

and using that .�j /� is an isomorphism one gets that

�
j

.n�1/l�n
D �

j
� .aul/;

�
j

.n�1/l
D �

j
� .u

l/ and �j
m D 0 for all other values of m.
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We claim now that
�

j

l
ı �k

m D �
jCk

lCm
:

The identity follows from the fact that

�
j

l
ı �k

m D �
j
� .�

0
l / ı �

k
� .�

0
m/D �

jCk
� .�0

l ı �
0
m/D �

jCk
� .�0

lCm/D �
jCk

lCm

where the second identity follows from the definition of the maps � and the third
identity follows from the algebraic structure of ƒŒa�˝QŒu�.

From this we can deduce that the map �j�W H�.LSn/! H�.Pgj Sn/ maps �0
k
7!

�0
k
ı �

j
0

where �j
0

is the n–simplex of paths that to every x in Sn assigns the path
that goes from x to xgj through the S1 action.

We are only left to prove that when j C k D p the formula �j

l
ı �k

m D �
0
lCm

holds.
So, let ˇW Sn! LSn be the map that to a point x in the sphere associates the free
loop defined that starts and ends in x and travels in the direction of the S1 action.
Now define the map �W LSn ! LSn that takes a loop  to  ı ˇ . The map � is
homotopic to the identity because the cycle ˇ is homotopic to the cycle of constant
loops over the sphere (one way to prove this uses the fact that the odd dimensional
spheres have two orthogonal never vanishing vector fields). Therefore we have that
�pW LSn! Pgp Sn D LSn is homotopic to the identity.

We can conclude then that the elements aD �0
�n , v D �1

0
and uD �0

n�1
generate the

loop homology of L.n;p/, and the only extra condition is that vp D 1. Therefore

H�.L.n;p//DƒŒa�˝QŒu; v�=.vp
D 1/:

Example 6.7 Take the orbifold defined by the action of Zp onto S2 given by rotation
of 2�=p radians with respect to the z–axis. Then the loop homology of ŒS2=Zp � is

H�.ŒS
2=Zp �/DƒŒb�˝QŒa; v;y�=.a2; ab; av;yp

� 1/:

Proof The action of Zp comes from the S1 action on S2 given by rotation about
the z–axis. therefore the calculation of the loop homology product follows the same
argument as in the Example 6.6. To make the notation simpler we will work with pD 2

( Z2 D f1;gg); the other cases are similar.

From [10] we know that the loop homology of S2 is given by

H�.S
2/DƒŒb�˝ZŒa; v�=.a2; ab; 2av/(10)

with jbj D 1, jaj D �2, jvj D 2. Since � W LS2! PgS2 is a homotopy equivalence,
we will follow the argument of Example 6.6. The only different argument is on the
behavior of the map � WD �2W LS2! LS2 . In homology, �� maps ˛ 2Hk.LS2/ to
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˛ ıˇ 2Hk.LS2/ where ˇ 2H2.LS2/DH0.S
2/ is the class of the map S2! LS2

that assigns to every point x the loop that starts at x and rotates around the z axis,
and ı is the homology string product.

We claim that ˇD1Cav in the notation of (10), (the proof of this fact will be postponed
to Lemma 6.8). As av is a torsion class, ie 2av D 0, then in rational homology �� is
the identity map. As in Example 6.6, we can add a new variable y that behaves like a
root of unity, and we conclude that

H�.ŒS
2=Z2�/DƒŒb�˝QŒa; v;y�=.a2; ab; av;y2

� 1/:

Lemma 6.8 The homology class ˇ 2 H2.LS2/ DH0.S
2/ of the map S2! LS2

that to a point x assigns the loop that starts at x and winds around the sphere once by
the S1 action, and the homology class 1C av 2H2.LS2/DH0.S

2/ as in (10), are
equal.

Proof When we contract all the loops of ˇ through the north pole we end up with the
homology class ŒS2�C � , where ŒS2� is the fundamental class of the sphere (constant
loops) and therefore the unit in 1D ŒS2� 2H0.S

2/, and � is defined in what follows.
For � 2S1 and PS the south pole, consider the map f W S1�S1!LS2 such that the
function f� D f .�; �/W S1! LS2 is the loop of based loops that starts at the constant
loop in PS and goes around the sphere (as a rubber band) at the angle � . The class
f��.ŒS

1�/ is the generator of H1.LS2/, and the class f�.ŒS1 �S1�/ is � . We claim
that � D av .

We know that the homology spectral sequence of the Serre fibration �S2!LS2!S2

has for E2 –term
E

p;q
2
DHp.S

2/˝Hq.�S2/

with nontrivial differential d2.u˝ x2kC1/D 2�˝ x2kC2 where x 2H1.�S2/, � 2
H0.S

2/, 1� 2H0.�S2/ and u 2H2.S
2/ are generators respectively. Also we know

from [10] that av D �˝x2 .

Denote by PT S2 �
�! S2 the sphere bundle of the tangent bundle TS2 ! S2 . The

map � is an S1 –fibration and a point in PT S2 consists of a pair .z; v/ where z 2 S2

and v is a unit vector tangent to S2 at z . For each point .z; v/ we can define a map
h.z;v/W S

1! LS2 in the same way that the function f� was defined two paragraphs
above; namely, h.z;v/ is the loop of loops that starts with the constant loop at z and
sweeps the sphere as a rubber band, following the direction of the oriented maximum
circle tangent to the vector v . We can assemble all the functions h.z;v/ by letting .z; v/
vary and we can obtain a function

 W S1
� PT S2

! LS2
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such that  .�; .z; v//D h.z;v/.�/.

The map  defines a map of Serre fibrations

S1 �S1 //

��

�S2

��

S1 � PT S2
 //

��

LS2

��
S2

D // S2

that induces a map in spectral sequences. If � 2H0.S
1/˝H0.S

1/, a 2H1.S
1/˝

H0.S
1/, b 2H0.S

1/˝H1.S
1/, c 2H1.S

1/˝H1.S
1/, are the generators in homol-

ogy, at the second term of the map of spectral sequences

 �W Hp.S
2/˝Hq.S

1
�S1/!Hp.S

2/˝Hq.�S2/

induces the following identities:

�  �.�/D 1�

�  �.b/D 0

�  �.a/D x because the functions f� determine the generator x of H1.�S2/.

We also know that d2.u˝ a/D 2.�˝ c/ because PT S2 D SO.3/ and its fundamental
group is Z2 .

Therefore we have the following set of identities:

2.�˝x2/D d2.u˝x/

D d2. �.u˝ a//

D  �.d
2.u˝ a//

D  �2.�˝ c/

and this implies that  �.�˝ c/D �˝ x2 . Since �˝ c represents the class ŒS1 �S1�

we can conclude that f�.ŒS1 �S1�/D  �.�˝ c/D �˝x2 D av .
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